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The design method presented in this thesis in intended
to satisfy the need for a simple, rapid, approximate means of
obtaining hub and casing shapes for compressor and turbine-
impellers with straight radial blades.
The method consists of three separate one-dimensional
solutions of the equations of motion in a rotating impeller
channel. Two solutions are made assuming axial symmetry and
the third accounts for variations in fluid properties fromblade to blade.
In the first solution, isentropio and aXisymmetric flow
is assumed and the concept of a mean streamline is introduced.
The mean streamline is defined as that streamline which is
representative of the flow in the meridional plane. The
designer then specifies a velocity distribution along the
mean streamline and uses influence equations, developed in
this thesis, to compute the corresponding flow area. This
solution gives no information as to the shape of the meanstreamline.
In the second solution, irrotational, isentropic, and
aXisymmetric flow is assumed. The designer selects a parti-
cular mean streamline and computes the hub and casing shapes,
using the flow areas from the first solution. A second set
of influence equations is used to determine the variation in
fluid properties from hub to casing. The combination of the
first and second solutions completely determines the flow in) the meridional plane.
)\
J The third solution considers the flow in the blade-to-
blade plane. Blade surface velocities are computed to in-
vestigate blade loading and to examine the possibility of a
stagnation area on the pressure surface of the blade.
2.
Combining all three solutions results in a quasi three-
dimensional solution which gives a clear physical understand-
ing of the main flow in the impeller channel.
The design method is completely analytic and all calcu-lations may be made by a digital computing machine.
Thesis Supervisor: Ascher H. Shapiro
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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PREFACE
In writing this thesis, I have tried to keep in mind the
need for a simple impeller design method suitable for designers
with no more than four years of formal engineering training.
However, calculus has been used extensively. Mathematics is
such a powerful tool that any designer worth his salt should
be willing to sit down with pencil, paper, and eraser and cal-
culate before he begins to speculate.
The model of the flow has been based on the one-dimen-
sional approach in order to give a clear physical picture of
what is going on in the impeller channel. This means that
impellers designed by this method will not be the best impel-
lers it is possible to make -- they must be regarded only as
first approximations which are to be modified after perfor-
mance tests have been run.
My first acknowledgment is to Professor Ascher H. Shapiro,
my thesis supervisor, who has generously donated his limited
time and unlimited talents in maintaining the technical accu-
racy and readability of this work. For her accurat~ typing,
I wish to thank Dorothy Mastrorillo. Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
Peoria, Illinois, has generously provided both the leave of
absence and the financial arrangements which were necessary
that I might devote fUll time to graduate study. Finally,
and most important, I express my appreciation to Donna,
surely the most patient and understanding of wives.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Need for !! design method
The ability of centrifugal compressors and centripetal
turbines to handle a large pressure ratio in a single stage
is being eXploited fully at the present time. Small ~as tur-
bine engines for road vehicles and helicopters appear to be
the most promising applications. At high pressure ratios,
compressor and turbine impellers are highly stressed and the
trend has been toward impellers with straight radial blades.
Radial blades have no bending stresses due to centrifugal
force and straight blades are the least expensive to manu-
facture. I believe that this trend will continue and that
the ma30rity of the small gas turbine engines of the future
will use single stage impellers with straight radial blades.
It is for this reason that a simple, rapid, design method for
determining hub and casing shapes for centrifugal compressor
and centripetal turbine impellers with straight radial blades
will be a valuable addition to the turbomacb1nery literature.
B. Literature survey ~ comments
The following is a list of those published books and
papers relating specifically to compressors and turbines which
I have found to be the most useful in writing this thesis.
Reference 3- "Steam and Gas Turbines" by Stodola
This is certainly a classic and is the logical starting
point for any investigation in the turbomachinery field. The
Lorenz axial symmetry analysis, basic to most impeller design
methods, is developed on pages 990 and 991.
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Reference 4- "A Rapid Approximate Method for the Design of
Hub-Shroud Profiles of Centrifugal Impellers of
Given Blade Shape", NACA TN 3399.
This reference presents a graphical design method which
requires about 40 hours for a solution. The flow is assumed
to be isentropic, steady, non-viscous, and compressible. The
method consists in specifying a blade shape, hub shape, and
hub velocity distribution and then drawing, by experience, a
streamline adjacent to the hub. The analysis of reference 7
is used to oompute the velocity and density along the assumed
streamline. The one-dimensional oontinuity equation, based on
the velocity and density at the midpoint of the streamtube
formed by the two streamlines, is used to check the mass flow
along the streamtilbe. If the mass flows at eaoh station are
not equal (within prescribed Umi ts), a new streamline is
assumed and the process is repeated. The final streamline
beoomes the base line for a new sireamtube. The casing shape
is determined by the streamline which finally passes the design
mass flow.
The method was used with 3, 5, and 9 stream tubes and it
was found that more than 3 streamtubes did not appreciably af-
fect the resulting casing shape. This result leads me to believe
that using just 1 strearntube (the basis of this thesis) will re-
sult in acceptable hub- and casing shapes with a speoified velo-
city distribution along the mean streamline. Also, the method
of this thesis can be set up for a digital computer and 40 hours
of hand calculations and graphical measurements are eliminated.
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Reference 5- ::A Rapid ApproX1ma"te Method for Determining
Veloc1~y Distribution on Impeller Blades of
Centrifugal Compressors", NACA TN 2421.
This reference presents a method for compu~1ng o~aae
surface velocities after the lmpeiler ~a completely designed.
The method is essentially an extension of that aiven in Ap-
pendix D of reference 7. The effect of slip is included here
but not in reference 7. It was shown in reference 4 that in-
eluding slip did not appreciably affect the casing shape but
did affect the blade surface velocities. However, ne~lectin~
slip is conservative as the blade loading is decreased by slip
(good), as shown in reference 4.
Reference 6- "A General Theory of Three-Dimensional Flow in
Subsonic and Supersonic Turbomach1nes of Axial,
Radial, and Mixed Flow Types", NACA TN 2604.
Wu's analyses and design methods are the most comprehensive
that I know. He treats the flow as being 3 dimensional in
the analyses and as quasi-3 dimensional in the design methods.
His methods would yield very accurate hub and casing shapes
but are so iong and complex that, as far as I know, no one
uses them.
Reference 7- "Method of Analysis for Compressible Flow
Through Mixed-Flow Centrifugal Impellers of
Arbitrary Design", NACA Report 1082.
The analysis developed in this reference is the basis
of the most recent NACA publication on impeller design (refer-
enoe 4). The analysis can be applied to any impeller with
radial blade elements (the blades are otherwise arbitrary).
Appendices B, 0, and D develop equations for pressure and
velocity variations from hub to casing and from blade to
blade for these arbitrary blades. These equations reduce
to the equations presented in this thesis when straight
radial blades are used.
Reference 14- IITwo-Dimensional Oompressi ble Flow in Oentri-
fugal Oompressors with Straight Blades", NAOA
Report 954.
This is an early (1949) analysis of compre~sible, non-
I:
viscous, steady, isentropic flow which is assumed to lie on
."
the surface of a cone. The flow is assumed to,be uniform
normal to the cone (from hub to casing). This reference
derives the commonly used slip factor equation:
f = 1-+s
where Z is the number of blades at the outlet.
Reference 15- naome Elements of Gas Turbine Performance",
paper presented at SAE meeting, March 6-8, 1956.
The centrifugal compressor and centripetal turbine ap-
pear to have a bright future in small gas turbine engines,
such as engines for road vehicles. This reference presents
a clear, detailed discussion of gas turbines in general and
gas turbines for road vehicles in particular.
Reference 16- "Approximate Design l-rethodfor High Solldity
Blade Elements in Oompressors and Turbines",
NACA TN 2408.
/0
The design method developed here leads to a blade shape
for a prescribed surface of revolution about the axis of ro-
tation and prescribed blade surface velocities. It does not
determine the hub and casing shapes. The method may lead to
blade shapes which are not acceptable for high tip speeds.
Reference 17- "Some NACA Research on Centrifugal Compressors",
ASME Transactions, 1953.
A concise resume of the extensive work done by NACA up
&.ndto 1952Acovers inducer, impeller, and diffuser research.
It is an extremely valuable summary of all phases of com-
pressor research by the leading U. S. agency in this field.
Reference 18- ttTheoretical and Experimental Analysis of One-
Dimensional Compressible Flow in a Rotating
Radial-Inlet Impeller Channel", NACA TN 2691.
An excellent discussion of one-dimensional flow in a
rotating channel. Effects of friction, choking, and shock
formation are included. The effect of losses was found to be
similar to the effect of a reduction of flow area. The losses
in a rotating channel were placed in four catagories:
1. Friction loss due to the viscosity of the fluid.
Friction loss is proportional to the square of the relative
velocity and increases rapidly with flow rate.
2. Incidence loss due to a sudden enlargement or
contraction of the inlet flow area. Incidence loss occurs at
flow rates different from the design flow rate. At flow rates
lesa than design, the situation is as shown by Figure A.
I,
The actual flow area Al 1s less than the geometric flow
area Al' and a sudden expansion loss occurs as Wl decreases






(1 - A fA I)1 1
and is approximately constant at all flow rates less than
design because Wl and Al both decrease. At flow rates greater
than design the situation is as shown by Figure B.
The aotual flow area Al is greater than the geometric
flow area Al' and a sudden oontraotion loss oocurs as Wl
inoreases suddenly to the value Wl'. This loss is propor-
tional to the produot
Wl2 2
1--- (1 - A '/A )2go 1 1
and increases rapidly as the flow rate exceeds design because
Wl' and Ar both increase.
(3
3. Blade loading loss due to boundry layer separa-
tion and secondary flow on the blade surfaces. This loss de-
creases as the flow rate is increased because the greater
momentum in the main flow delays boundry layer separation.
4. Shock loss when operating in the range of super-
sonic relative velocities. This loss occurs at large flow
rates if the static pressure at the channel outlet is too
great for completely supersonic flow to the outlet.
Reference 19- "Centrifugal Compressors"
Reference 20- "Design of Radial Flow Turbines"
For complete, up to date information on centrifugal
compressors and centripetal turbines, I recommend references
19 and 20. These references are the most complete that I know.
It
Units and dimensions
Seven independent physical units of measure are used in
this thesis:
1. Force measured in pounds of force, lbf
2. Mass, measured in pounds of mass, Ibm
3. Length, measured in feet, ft
4. Time, measured in seconds, see
5. Heat, measured in British thermal units, BTU
6. Temperature, measured in degrees Rankine, R
7. Angle, measured in radians, rad
As the equations derived in this thesis are valld only
in Newtonian reference frames (inertial or accelerating) and
thus relatiVity and nuclear reactions are excluded, we may
use Newton's second law of motion to relate the first four
of the above units of measure:
F =1iA80
where F is the unbalanced force acting on a system of fixed
identity, lbf; M is the total mass of the system, Ibm; a is
the acceleration of the mass-center of the system, ft/sec2;
and 50 is a constant of proportionality whose numerical
value must be determined by experiment. It has been found
by countless experiments that a one potind unbalanced force
when acting on a mass of 32.174 Ibm will produce an accelera-
tion of one ft/sec2, 1rregardless of the location where the
experiments are performed. Thus, Newton's second law may be
written
1 lbf - 32.174 1bm x 1ft/sec2
go
1 - 32.174 lbm ft/sec2 lbf • 80
g , being really equal to the,pure number unity, may beo
introduced int~ any equation to cancel units, whether Newton's
law is used or not and, indeed, if motion is involved or not.
Similarly, experiments by Joule and others have shown'
that, in Newtonian reference frames, heat and work are related
by Joules law:
Q, =-J-
where Q is the heat flowing into a system of fixed identity,
BTU; W is the work flowing out of the system so as to maintain
the system at its initial temperature, ft lbf; and J is a con-
stant of proportionality whose value is determined by experi-
ment. Again, countless experiments, irregardless of location,
have shown that one BTU of heat flowing into a system results
in 778.2 ft lbf of work flowing out of the system to maintain
the temperature of the system constant. Thus, Joules' law
may be written
1 BTU= 778.2 ft lbf
J
1 • 778.2 ft lbf/BTU B J
J, like 60, is really a pure number having the value unity,
and may be introduced into any equation to cancel units,
whether heat 'or work is involved or not.
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II. FXPLANATION OF THE DESIGN }iETHOD
A. .t.1.Ji1 2t ass\lIUptions
The design method presented in this thesis is based on
the following assumptions:
1. The impeller has straight radial blades.
2. The impeller rotates with constant angular velocity
about a fixed (Z) axis.
3. The fluid flowing through the impeller is a perfect
gas with zero viscosity.
4. The flow wi thin the impeller has these characteris11cs:
a. It may be represented by a mean streamline
which follows the apprOXimate geometric
center of the impeller channel.
b. It is isentropic, that is, there is no
heat transfer and the flow is perfectly
reversible.
c. It is irrotational, that is, its total
energy is constant both along the mean
streamline and normal to the mean stream-
line.
d. It is steady, that is, values of flow
properties at a fixed point in the chan-
nel do not change with time.
e. It is axisymmetric, that is, values of flow
properties are the same in all meridional
(axial-radial) planes.
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5. Gravity effects are negligible.
6. The absolute acceleration of the earth with respect
to the fixed stars is negligible.
B. Flow along the ~ streamline
It is well known that the relative flow in an impeller
channel, although steady, is three-dimensional in nature.
Fluid properties vary with distance in all three coordinate
directions. The solution of a three-dimensional flow is
extremely complex (reference 6) and, for engineers with no
more than undergraduate calculus, practically impossible.
It is for this reason that one and two-dimensional approxi-
mations are commonly used.
The one-dimensional approximation, that is, assuming
that the rates of change of fluid properties in all direc-
tions other than along a streamline are negUgi ble compared
with the rates of change along the streamline, has several
extremely important advantages. Simply and rapidly, it
yields results which are valld in the engineering sense and
which present a clear physical understanding of the signifi-
cant features of the flow.
Using the one-dimensional approach, we assume that the
flow in an impeller channel is characterized by one particu-
lar streamline, which we call the "mean" streamline. Values
of fluid properties along the mean streamline are assumed to
be the mean values from hub to casing and from blade to blade.
This assumption, to be valid, restricts the position of the
mean streamline -- it must lie (approximately) along the
centerline of the channel.
Appendix J presents the results of a one-dimensional
analysis of impeller relative flow, within the assumptions
presented previously. Using these results (collected in
Table 1), we specify, by experience or by fluid mechanics
theory, a velocity distribution along the mean streamline.
If this distribution is linear with radiUS, or constant, the
required flow area at any radius is computed in closed form,
as shown in Appendix J. otherwise, numerioal integration
must be used. All channels having this calculated area-radius
r~lationsh1p are equivalent as far as the one-dimensional
analysis is concerned. We must turn to a two-dimensional
analysis to select one particUlar channel from the infinite
number whioh are satisfied by the calculated area-radiUS
relationship.
c. Property changes normal .~ ~ ~ streamline
Table 2, in AppendiX K, presents the results of a one-
dimensional analysis of property changes normal to a relative
streamline. By combining these results with those summarized
in Table 1, we have a quasi two-dimensional solution of the
flow in the meridional plane, since, with straight radial
blades and axial symmetry, the mean streamline must lie in
this plane. This quasi two-dimensional solution enables us
to select the one particUlar channel which fulfills our design
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requirements (such as space or weight limitations or the
need for highest possible efficiency). The selection is ac-
complished by assuming a mean streamline and then computing
the corresponding hub and casing profiles and velocities.
If these profiles or velocities are unacceptable, a new mean
streamline is assumed and the calculations are repeated.
Originally, I had planned to develop a design method in which
the hub and casing velocities are specified and the corres-
ponding hUb, mean streamline, and casing shapes are computed.
This procedure was found to be unacceptable as the calCUlated
mean streamline would not, in general, 11e on the (approxi-
mate) centerline of the channel. In the proposed method,
all oomputations may be done on an automatio computer and,
for a fixed set of design parameters, several .assumed mean
streamlines may be fed into the oomputer and the designer
(or teohnician) merely plots the results. This procedure
also gives a olear picture of the effects of mean streamline
shape on the flow in the meridional plane.
D. Property changes from blade to blade
Having an approximate picture of the flow in the meridio-
nal plane, we use the analysis of AppendiX N to compute pro-
perty variations from blade to blade. These variations are
intimately associated with the number of impeller blades and
the analysis of Appendix N helps us to understand the influence
of blade number on blade loading and behavior of the boundry
layer. By combining the two-dimensional meridional plane
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solution with the one-dimensional blade to blade solution,
we obtain a quasi three-dimensional solution throughout the
entire impeller. Thus, with the aid of this quasi three-
dimensional solution, we can evaluate the gross effects of
hub shape, casing shape, and blade number on size, weight,
and efficiency.
E. Design procedure f.Q.!: 1! compressor
A. Preliminary steps:
1. Specify the properties of the perfect gas which
is to be used
a. Inlet stagnation pressure and tem-
perature
b. Outlet stagnation pressure
c. Mass flow
d. Ratio of specific beats
e. Molecular weight
2. Compute the following:
a. Tip speed
b. Casing radiUS, tip radiUS, and
angular velocity
c. Hub radius for known (or assumed)
blade number and thickness at in-
ducer inlet
d. Properties at the inducer inlet
e. Properties at the impeller inlet,
including the radius to the mean
streamline.
'2.2..
B. Hub and casing design:
1. Specify the relative velocity distribution along
the mean streamline
2. Using the analysis given in Appendix J, compute
the corresponding area distribution normal to
the mean streamline at specified stations on
the mean streamline
3. Specify the shape of the mean streamline (its
angle with the Z axis) and compute its radius
of curvature at all stations
4. Divide the areas computed in step B2 into two
parts -- one area extending from the hub (as
yet undetermined) to the mean streamline, the
other area from the mean streamline to the
casing (also not yet determined). This step
is neoessary to be certain that the mean stream-
11ne will 11e approximately midway between the
hub and casing
5. Using the angles specified in step B3 and the
areas of' step B4, compute the hub and casing
radii at all stations. The hub and oasing are
now completely determined.
O. Evaluation of the hub and casing design:
1. Using the mean streamline velocities specified
in step Bl, the radii of curvature of the mean
streamline computed in step B3, the hub and
casing radii from step B5, and the analysis of
2.
Appendix K, compute the hub and cas-
ing relative velocities at all stations.
2. Plot the results of steps B3 and 01. On
the basis of space or weight limitations
and boundry layer theory (or experience)
evaluate the hub and casing design. If
unacceptable, repeat the design, begin-
ning with step B3, until satisfactory
shapes and velocities are produced. This
completes the design in the meridional
plane.
D. Ohecking blade loading
1. Using the following:
a. Properties at the impeller inlet
from step A2e
b. Velocities along the mean streamline
from step Bl
-c. Areas normal to the mean streamline
from step B2
d. Mean streamline angles from step B3
e. Known (or assumed) blade number and
thickness at all stations
f. The analysis of AppendiX N,
compute the blade surface velocities.
Plot the results or step DI. On the basis
of boundry layer theory (or experience)
evaluate the choice of blade number and
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thickness made in step Dle. If unaccept-
able, repeat the design, beginning with
step Dle until satisfactory velocities are
produced. Since blade number and thickness
have only second-order effects on the hub and
casing shapes, it is not necessary to redesign
the hub and casing until step D2 is considered
satisfactory. The final design is then made,
beginning with step A2e.
A detailed numerical example is given in Appendices M and N.
III. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Time limitations prevented my working out a detailed
turbine design. The equations developed in this thesis are
based on first principles and are valid for turbines as well
as compressors. The details or design, however, will be dif-
ferent. The flow enters a turbine impeller after leaving a
set of nozzles (rather than an inducer) and leaves the impel-
ler by entering an exducer (rather than a diffuser). Thus,
the leaVing flow must be analyzed, rather than the entering
flow as was done in AppendiX L. Centripetal turbine design
methods are even more scarce than compressor design methods
and I hope that this thesis will be the starting point for a
similar detailed turbine design.
IV. APPENDICES
Anpendix A
ap vector absolute acceleration of P
i
j unit vectors in the x, y, z directions
K
0A origin of accelerating reference frame
0I origin of inertial reference frame
P a particle of fixed identity mOVing in any manner in
an accelerating reference frame
RA position vector or P from 0A
RI position vector of P from 0I
He position vector or 0A from 0I
tA time as measured in the accelerating reference frame
tI time as measured in the inertial reference frame
Vp vector absolute velocity of P
W vector relative velocity of P
~
Wy scalar components or W in the x, y, z.directions
~
~
YA orthogonal directions defining an arbitrarily ac-
ZA celerating reference frame
XI
Y1 orthogonal directions defining an inertial reference
ZI frame which is fixed in outer space
Z7
xy instantaneous scalar coordinates of P with respect to
z 0A in the XA YA ZA accelerating reference frame
V vector operator defined by equation (16)
~ vector absolute rotation of the accelerating refer-
ence frame
c.>x




MOTION OF A PARTICLE IN AN ACCELERATING REFERENCE FRAME
XI Y1 ZI determine an orthogonal inertial referenoe
frame, fixed in outer sRaoe (~ fixed to the earth).
XA YA ZA determine an orthogonal referenoe frame, !.£-
oelerating in any manner with respeot to the inertial (I)
frame.
P is a particle moving in any manner in the acoelerating
(A) frame and instantaneously located at the point (x, y, z)
in the A frame.
IfI is the position vector of P with respeot to °1.
irA is the position vector of P with respeot to °A.
Iro is the position vector of 0A With respect to 01•
2.9
1, 1, and E are unit orthogonal vectors in the XA, YA,
ZA directions. 1, 1, and it are constant in magnitude !!!A
direotion in the A frame. In general, they are constant
onll .!!! IIl!Snitudein the I frame sinoe the A frame may be
rotating with respect to the I frame and, in that case, the
direotions of 1, "j', and 1t would be ohanging in the I frame.
From Figure 1,
The derivative 01' ~ with respect to time in the I frame is




irA =- 'IX + 1y + Kz
Differentiating (2),
em -
'A = 'I dx + di x + :r ~ + dJ y + K dz + d1t zo:tI o:tI o:tI a:tI o:tI o:tI o:tI
Grouping terms,
:AI = rr ~ + 1H: of. K ~ ] + rfi x + !f Y + ff ' z]I I I I I I
(:3>
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Since x, y, and z are scalars, they have identical time deri-
vatives in both the I and A frames. The first bracket in (:3)
may be written:
[1' dx +!.9Z.... + K d.z ] = [1 dx +! ~ + K dz] (4)<rtI C!tI a:tI <itA CItA <itA
The derivatives of the unit vectors in the second bracket of
(3) are perpendicular to these vectors and may be written:
31
dl --~-ldk-~dE: = /I.J xi, a:;:; = tV x , erE': • lJ) X £.
I I I
(5)
where {jj is the vector rotation ot the A frame with respect to
the I frame.
(6)
Expanding (5), we have, using (6),
~ - -o;c: I: k (f)x - ilVzI
Combining (3), (4), and (7):
altA I dx -r .&-. ~ dz'dt: = [ dt + J dt + K dr]




+ [-ltltJy x + jWz x + Itwx y - 'rlJ)z Y - jWx z + "I'Wy z]
(8)
<il!
The first braoket of (8) is the expansion ot dt~'the velo-
oity ot P in the A frame (the "relativell velooity of p),
sinoe I, I, and k are oonstant in magnitude and direotion in
the A frame. The second bracket ot (8) is the expansion of
W x RA. Inserting these equivalents into (8), we have:
.32.
Combining (1) and (9):
_ dill dRo dRA _Vp :=I ~ • dt':' ... dt + W x ltAI I :A
(10)
From (9)we see that the derivative of any vector in the A
frame with respect to time in the I frame is equal to the deri-
vative of that vector With respect to time in the A frame plus
the vector product of that vector With W. We now make use ot
this fact in differentiating Vp to obtain ap, the acceleration
of P in the I frame (the absolute acceleration of pl. From (10),
dR'Arw x dt:'"]
:A
From (9), the second bracket ot (11) is:
dztr= ( :A] +dt2'A
(11)
(12)
Detining the relative velocity of P as W, the first bracket ot
(12 > is:
Since W is the relative velocity of a particle of fixed
identity, we use the special notation capital D to denote sub-
stantial differentiation while following the motion of this
particle. V is a function of space and time (x, y, z, and tA),
thus:
But, ~ , ~, and ~ are the scalar component s ot 'l in the
A A A
x, y, and z directions, respectively.
(15) may be written in more compact form by introducing the




== Wx tx + Wy -fy + Wz : z (NOTE: 'i1 51~ V. '1)
(17)
Thus, (15)may be written,
~: (t:Y' ~) f:l" dW'
UUA n. v n +~tA
The seoond braoket of (12), trom (13), is:
dJt- 'A_ - t:P
fA) x dtA = W x n
The third braoket of (12), trom (13), is:
d - ;=:0) - a dW ~'d."t7 «(U X l\A = W X " + n:- X l\AA A
Introduoing (12), (13), (18), (19), and (20) into (11):







(21) is the basio kinematic equation of motion of a particle
moving in any manner in a reference frame (the A frame) which
is itself accelerating in any manner With respect to an
inertial frame (the I frame). In words, the absolute accelera-
tion of P equals the absolute acceleration ot the origin 01' the
A frame (first bracket) plus the total acceleration of P if the
A trame were not accelerating (the total acceleration of P as-
seen by an observer stationed in the A frame and thus unaware-
of the aoceleration of the A frame)(second braoket) plus the
sum of the tangential and normal accelerations of P about 0A
due to the rotation of the A frame if P were fixed in the A
frame (third bracket) plus the nOoriolis" acceleration of P
(fourth bracket). All of the above was adapted from refer-
enoe 1, p. 249-252.
For our purposes, we consider the inertial frame as being
fixed to the earth, With 01 at the center of the earth. This
means we are neglecting the absolute acceleration of the earth
With respect to the fixed stars. This leads to insignificant
errors for the present work since the angular velocity of the
earth is only about 7 x 10-5 rad per see (reference 1, p. 269).
Our A trame is defined as being attached to the surface of the
earth and rotating with an angular velocity iiJ about the ZA axis
only. Thus, ~ has no components in the XA and YA direotions
and
The distance I Irol is assumed to be constant and we neglect the
angular velocity of l{o (the angular velooity of the earth).
Thus,
We also assume that ~ is constant in magnitUde, thus
dW -k dW iii 0dt7 :: d't:'" -
~ 'A
3S
Equation (21) reduces to:




~ lengths or U vectors in the ul' ~, u3 directions
h3
i
3 unit vectors in x, y, z directions
k
0A origin of accelerating reference frame
P a particle of fixed identity moving in any manner
in an accelerating reference frame
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position vector or P from 0A
vectors tangent to arbitrary orthogonal curvi-
linear surfaces at the instantaneous location of P
Ul
~ unit vectors tangent to arbitrary orthogonal curvi-
u3 linear surfaces at the instantaneous location of P
scalar coordinates or P in an arbitrary orthogonal
reference frame
vector relative velocity of P




orthogonal directions defining an accelerating
reference frame
scalar coordinates of P in the XA YA ZA accelera-
ting reference frame
vector operator using ul' ~, u3 coordinates -
defined by equation (28)
vector absolute rotation of the accelerating
reference frame
scalar components of Win the ul' ~, u3 directions
38
Appendix B
VECTORS IN GENERAL CURVILINEAR COORDINATES
Let ~, ~, and ~ be any orthogonaJ. curvilinear co-
ordinates which form a right-handed system. For example,
x, y, and z in Appendix A form a right-handed system. If irA
is the position vector of P from 0A'
ItA :I 1x + "J"y + KZ



















The rrls are vectors tangent to the coordinate surfaces; the h'S
are the J.engths of the tr' s; and the \i's are unit veotors tangent
to the ooordinate surfaoes.




hJ.UJ. h2 U2 ~~
VxV=h h1h ...2- ....a.. -.4. (30)J. 2 3 auJ. ~u2 c)u3
h1 Wl h2 W2 h3 W3
Appendix B adapted from referenoe 2, p. 321-327.
Appendix C
~p vector absolute acoeleration of P
ar
a~ scalar components of ap in the r, ~, z directions
az
hr






unit vectors in the x, y, z directions
unit vector in the r direction
unit vector in the Q direction
origin of accelerating reference frame
a particle of fixed identity moving in any manner in
an accelerating reference frame
RA position vector of P from 0A
r
~ scalar cylindrical coordinates of P in the XA YA ZA
z accelerating reference frame
tA time as measured in the accelerating reference frame
Ul
U2 vectors tangent to arbitrary orthogonal curvilinear
U3 surfaces at P
vectors tangent to the r,~, z orthogonal curvi-
linear surfaces at P
unit vectors tangent to the r, ir, z orthogonal
curvilinear surfaces at P
scalar coordinates of P in an arbitrary orthogonal
reference frame
vector relative velocity of P
scalar components of W in the r, Q, z directions
orthogonal directions defining an arbitrarily ac-
celerating reference frame
x
y scalar coordinates of P in the XA YA ZA accelerating
z reference frame
V vector operator using r, Q, z coordinates - defined
by equat10n (45)
~ vector absolute rotat1on of the accelerating refer-
ence frame
-scalar componentsof W in the r, -Q-, z directions
w resultant scalar componentof W - defined by
equation (44)
AppendiX C
ap IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES, r,a, AND z
We reter to Appendix B for the equations for u, ~A' W, h,
\i, W, and V. As given,
From (23), Appendix B,
irA == 'Ix + "'j'y + i'z
From Figure 3,
x.;; IIxI==llrl oos e = r oos e
y ~ 111 Ia IIr I sin e :I r sin e
Introduoing (31) and (32) into (23),
irA == 'Ir oos e + Jr sin e + KZ
From (248), Appendix B, and (33),
. ()If
... -U - 'A - -ru1 I: r == 0 r • i oos e + J sin e
From (34), (31) and (32),
U' == 1" ~ + J :t. == ]; ('Ix + Jy)r r r r
From Figure 3,
Ix + 1y =£r
From (35) and (36),
-tr ==-R-r






From (38), (31), and (32),
. ~
From Figure 3,
From (39) and (40),
From (240) and (23),
-iy + jx = mr (40)
(41)
(42)
From (25), (26), (27), and (28) in Appendix B, and from (37),
(41), and (42),
~ = lt1r I == 1
he a IUe I= r
hz = It1z I = 1
-w = .£ lIJr + 'in we + i' Wz ;; 1t fA)
v=l ..L+:! ..L.+i'L...tJr r aa ~z
(44)
(45)
We now expand ep in r, a, z coordinates. From AppendiX A,
equation (22),
We expand the terms in (22). From (43) and (45),
-W' • 9 a (/. W + iii Wa + i' w )r z
- - 1z ~ W a _d• (1, .L +!! -2... + it ) :::W - +..1L -a 8 + Wz~r r 08 . z r clr r dZ
(47)
Before expanding (47), we notice that all partial derivatives-of the unit vectors.t , 'iii, and it with respect to the r, e, z,
coordinate directions are zero because the unit vectors are
always ot unit J.engthand orthogonal. 1. and in rotate about the
Z axis as P moves in the A frame and these rotations will pro-
duce partial derivatives with respect to time, as we shall see
later. Returning to (47) and using (43),
- aWr c)we awz(W • \1) W' = wr (I. ~ + in ar + It ar-)
we - ~w ~we aw






o'iT . lowr at - aWe a iiiilA::r atA + ~tA Wr + m~ + c)tA We
(49)
: ~ a t1me rate of change of I in the A frame = iii ~
where 'iii gives the direction of the change (normal to1and in
W
the positive e direction) and re is the instantaneous angular-
velocity ot i (and iii) about the Z axis. Thus,
01 = m~() A r (SO)
~- -w
Similarly, at~ = -.£ r e where -I, gives the direction ot the
change (normal to Iii and in the positive e direction). Thus,
(51)




Combining (49), (50), (51), and (52),
(52)
(53)
Expanding ~(J)x (i:w x R'A)' we have, using (33),
klaJ x [it'w x (11' cos e + 1'1' sin e + k'z)]
= klU x <:r w.r cos e - l' caI,r sin e)
=,.,2 (-Tr cos e - Jt"sin e)
Using (54), (31), (32) and (36),
Expanding 2"fW x 'I, we have, using (43),






on aW dWe awap :: rWr (~#+ Iii 0r + 1t arz )
- oWr _ aWe _ qWz(I. as + m 'd""6 + k (J e )




The ~irst bracket 1n (57) is the relative acceleration ot P
(if the A frame were not rotating), the second bracket is the-
centripetal acceleration of P due to the rotation of the A
frame, and the last bracket is the Corio1is acceleration of P,
also due to the rotation of the A frame.
Equation (57) is the kinematic equation of motion of a
particle of fixed identity moving in a rotating reference
frame under the following conditions:
1. The inertial reference frame is attached to the
surface of the earth with its center at the center of the
earth. We neglect the angUlar velocity of the earth.
2. The origin of the rotating reference frame remains
a constant distance from the center of the earth.
3. The rotating reference frame rotates with constant
angular velocity about the 'Z axis.
We may write (57) in scalar form in the r, a, and z
directions:
oWr we oW . dW oWr r + ra =W -+- n-+ Wzr r Dr r ~z a tA
2We 2 (S7a)- - -IJ) r - 2f1JWr e
(}We We aWe o We ~Wea =W -+- ~ +Wz dz + 7tAe r c)r r
W W
+ e r + 21JJ'd (57b)r r
oWz We OWz dWZ dWZ (570)az = wr ar- +r 78+ Wz ()z + av:-A
Sf
Appendix I!
scalar accelerations of P in r, -Q-, z directions,
ft/sec2




universal constant relating force and mass,
. 2
32.174 Ibm ft/sec Ibf
origin of accelerating reference frame
a particle of mass of fixed identity, Ibm
static pressure exerted by other fluid particles
on P - in positive r direction, lbf/ft2
Pz static pressure exerted by other fluid particles
on P - in positive z direction, lbf/ft2
p static pressure, Ibf/ft2 (for non-viscous fluids,
p = Pr = Pz = same in all directions at a given
point in the fluid)
R force exerted by o~her fluid particles on P - in
positive r direction, lbf
R' force exerted by other fluid particles on P - in
negative r direction, lbf
a force exerted by impeller blade on P - in direc-
tion of <v, lbf
a' force exerted by impeller blade on P - in direc-
tion opposite to W, Ibf
zSr
S~ components of S in the r, -9-, z directions, lbf
Sz
Sr'




force exerted by other fluid particles on P - in
positive z direction, lbf
Z' force exerted by other fluid particles on P - in
negative z direction, lbf
~ static density of P, lbm/ft3
~ angular velocity of accelerating reference frame
about Z axis, rad/sec
Appendix D
DERIVATION OF LORENZ'S EQUATIONS FOR FORCES ON A
FLUID PARTICLE WITH AXIAL SYMMETRY
We shall use the Lorenz axial symmetry assumption (reter-
ence 3, p. 990-991) to derive the forces which cause P to ac-
celerate. We will derive these equations tirst for a compressor.
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In Figure 5, ABCD and A'B'C'D' represent adjaoent im-
peller blades an infinitesimal distanoe, rde, apart. The
blades are infinitely thin and there is an infinitesimal mass
of flUid, P, between the blades. The blades exert forces S
and S' on P, 8 from ABCD and 8' from A'B'C'D'. We now assume
P has ~ viscositl, thus 8 and 8' act normal to the blades.
8ince the blades, in general, are warped, S and 8' will have
oomponents in the coordinate directions. We call these com-
ponents 8r, Se' 8z' Sr', Se', and SZ'. The fluid outside of
the blades also exerts forces on P at the open edges ABBIA',
DCCIDI, BCC'B', and ADD'AI. We call these fluid forces R, RI,
Z, ZI, respectively.
We now define:
8 - S Ir r
P
S - Se I
Fe - ee P
Sz - Sz IFz - P
Fr, Fe' and Fz are called the "distributed body foroes per
unit mass" in the coordinate direotions. We can now write
the Lorenz equations:
S5
- PPF + R - RI = --- ar go r (58a)
PF + Z - Z. = E- az go z
From Figure 5, as P approaches zero,
p =='t dr rd8dz
R =t Pr rdEldz








Since we have assumed that P has zero viscosity, as P approaches
zero, p = p = p (hydrostatic state of stress).r z
Combining (58) and (59), we have, after cance1lation,




The equations for a turbine are different only in sign.
Our coordinate system is as follows:
I
IWe see that~, e, and Z are reversed while r remains the
same as before.
Our blades now look like this:
Our definitions of R, RI, Fr, Fe' and Fz are unohanged.
We change the direction of Z and ZI. Z now acts on surface
ADDIAI and ZI now acts on surfaoe BOGIBI. The Lorenz equa-
tions for a turbine are then identioal with those for a co~
pressor (equations (60) ).
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Appendix E
D indicates substantial differentiation while following
a particle of fixed identity
Fr





universal constant relating force and mass,
32.174 Ibm ft/sec2 lbf
static pressure, lbf/ft2
scalar cylindrical coordinates of a particle P mOVing
in an accelerating reference frame
radius of curvature of the relative streamline along
which P moves when P is at the point r, -Q-, z; ft
s
n scalar streamline coordinates of P when P is forced
to move in the meridional plane
tA time as measured in the accelerating reference frame, see
Wr
Wg scalar components of W in the r, g, Z directions, ft/sec
Wz
Wm scalar component of W in the meridional plane, rt/sec
(for impellers with axial symmetry and straight
radial blades, Wm = W)
~ angle between Z axis and positive s direction (Figure 8),
rad
~ static density of P, lbm/ft3
~ angular velocity of impeller about Z axis, rad/sec
~ indicates pa.rtial differentiation while holding all
other variables constant
Append1x E
LORENZ EQ,UATIONS FOR IMPELLERS WITH STRAIGHT RADIAL BLADES
Comb1ning (60) 1n Appendix D and (57) 1n Appendix C J
we have:
dn f oWr We dWr JWr'f F - ~ = - (W - + - ~..,e + Wz ~zr d r g r d r rO'oo
2
dWr We 2+ -:or- - - - W r - 2 lJ>We)dllA r (6la)
(61b)
(61c)
By our assumption ofax1al symmetry, all partial der1vat1ves
w1th respect to e are zero. By our assumpt10ns of zero v1s-





With straight, radial blades, the particle P is forced to move
in the meridional (axial-radial) plane and it is convenient to
follow its motion in this plane in terms of streamline co-
ordinates, sand n, as shown in Figure 8.
We notice that the parentheses terms in (62a) and (620)
are the substantial derivatives ot Wr and Wz' respectively
(Appendix A, equation (15) ). That is, since 1e :r 0,
(638)
DW ~W dW JW
Z = w Z + w --! + Zl>tA r 7I= z tJ z dtA (631))
We now assume that the flow relative to the rotating impeller
does not vary with time ("steady" flow), thus
aw ~W
at~ == ;Jt: :; 0
From Figure 9c,
Taking the substantial derivative or (65):
~ :2 -w sin 01.. DO< + DW cos I)/.
1) "A 1rnA 1rnA
From Figure 8,














Taking the substantial derivative of W,
DW dW Ds + aw Dn (69 )1reA="7S ntA7ii 1reA
Combining ( 67) and (68a):
~ W (70)=1t""'"'A 0
Combining ( 66 ) I (.q8b ), (69 ) I and (70):
DWZ' W2 ~W15i7 = - lr sino( + W ~ oosO<
A 0 as
Combining (62), (63), and (71):
(7la)
(71b)
d n (,p w2 a w --.~- .-...- = ..L.. [w- oos.t:Jt..+ W - sin 0< - W- r] (72&)ar go .no d S
D CoP W2 aw- -eR. I: -1.. (- Jr" sine:<. + W ~ oosD(] (720)(}z go 0 dS
We now find ~; and ~ ~ •
t:Jz-ds (73&)
From Figures 9a and 9b,
Combining (72),(73),and (74):
2 W2 dlf 2- tIJ r sin c.( - R sin 0< OOB 0( + W a s oos c<.) =t
o
2 w2 2 dW+lJJ r ooso(-R
o
sin o(+W ~s s1no<.ooso<.) =
r.p W2 2








Combining (74) and (75):
(76a)
(76b)
Equations(76) are identical tor a centripetal turb1ne if the
sand n directions are as shown in Figure 9d.
Appendix F
cp specific heat at constant pressure, BTU/lbm R
Cv specific heat at constant volume, BTU/lbm R
go universal constant relating force and mass,
32.174 Ibm rt/sec2 1bt
HA Bernoulli constant for flow along a relative stream-
line, ft2/sec2
Bernoulli constant for flow along an inertial
(absolute) streamline, ft2/sec2
h static enthalpy, BTU/lbm
hoA stagnation enthalpy defined by equation (110),
BTU/Ibm
hoI stagnation enthalpy defined by equation (110a),
BTU/Ibm









ratio of specific heats, C /Cp v
static pressure, lbf/ft2
gas constant, ft lbf/lbm R
radius of curvature of the relative streamline, ft
radius from Z axis, ft




V absolute velocity, tt/sec
W relative velocity, ft/sec
~ static density, lbm/ft3




CHANGE IN RELATIVE VELOCITY NORJ~ TO A STREAMLINE
We have shown in Appendix E that the Lorenz equations
for impellers with straight,radial blades are:
(77a)
(77b)
If we temporarily confine our attention to ohanges along a
partioular relative streamline, (77a) beoomes:
(770)
MUltiplying (770) by ds and integrating,
-go~ ~ - ~2 + uf2r~ = oonstant of integration; HA (78)
\,
We see that HA(usually oalled the Bernoulli oonstant of the
streamline) is invariable along the streamline but may vary
from streamline to streamline. We now investigate ohanges in
HAnormal to a partioular streamline. In this oase, (77b)
beoomes:
(77d)
If we differentiate (78) with respect to n (at constant a),
we have:
(79)




Subtraoting (7?d) trom (79a), we see that:
(80)
Now, it HA,the oonstant ot integration 1n equation (78), is
identioal tor ~ relative streamlines, it will not vary in any
direotion and:
.@A- 0ana




Equation (82) gives the rate of change of the relative velo-
city in the normal direction, under the condition of (81).
We now investigate condition (81). If the fluid flowing
through the impeller originated in a large reservoir (such as
the atmosphere) where ~ :; ~; , we see from equations (77c)
and (77d) that ~~ :;!:::-*;, which is equation (82). Thus,
in a large reservoir, equation (81) holds.
Aocording to Kelv1n's theorem (reference 9, p. 280), equa-
tion (81) will hold in any region in which three conditions are
met:
1. Frictionless flow
2. Conservative body forces only
3. Density of the fluid depends only on the pressure
Condition 1 has already been specified in deriving the
Lorenz equations (Appendix D); oondition 2 is satisfied by
gravity and centrifugal force fields; and condition 3 is




We now speoify that the f1.ow through our compressor and turbine
impe1.lers originates in the atmosphere and also that the three
conditions of Kelvin's theorem are a1.ways satisfied. Any flow
which satisfies Kelvin's theorem is called "irrotational', and
equations (81) and (82) may be used in all irrotational flows.
Equation (8~) ho~ds for relative flo'tofsonly. In an inertial
reference frame, the absolute velocity (V) is the ve~ocity "rela-
tive" to the frame, thus (81) holds, under the conditions of
Kelvin's theorem. (81) does E£! hold for the relative velocity




in an inertial frame






H ;; -g ~ - W + 6) r
A 0 'f r 2
2 2 2
::f _g (k) Eo _ W + It) r
o i=I 'f r 2
(8Sa)
(8Sb)
HI and HA are related to the stagnation enthalpy (1I0a) and (\10)
in Appendix G. To show this re1.ationship, we make use or the
perfeot gas relat1ons:
B~ c\e.f\n~t.,oh I for a.n~ 5ubstancc,J
h;U+JV
FoW" a.n pc\""Fe.c:;-(:; ga,s e";),)
U :: 0 Tv
o - 0 :: ~p V u
, P =iR T
h ::0 T
P
From (110 ) and (lIoa),
_ w2 fJJ2 r2
hOA !! h + 2g J - 2g J"""o 0
2h ;; h + _V _
01 2goJ












-g J h ::-g (A) E. - !.... + r (87a)o aA 0 k- J. 'f 2 2
Thus, trom (85) and (87),
We see that (84) may be written:
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in an inertia].frame (840)






a control surface, fixed in a specified reference
frame, through which systems flow
a control volume (the space enclosed by a control
surface)
an infinitesimal volume element of a control
volume, ft3
an infinitesimal area element of a control sur-
face, ft2
an infinitesimal area element of a control sur-
face through which a system enters the control
volume, rt2
an infinitesimal area element of a control sur-
face through which a system leaves the control
volume, ft2
specific heat at constant pressure, BTU/lbm R




ing the motion of a system of fixed identity
total internal energy of a system, BTU
internal energy of a system, BTU/lbm
internal energy of a system just before the system
enters a control volume, BTU/lbm
eout internal energy of a system just before the system
leaves a control volume, BTU/Ibm
universal constant relating force and mass,










static enthalpy of a system, BTU/lbm
stagnation enthalpy of a system, defined by
equation (110), BTU/lbm
stagnation enthalpy of a system Just before
the system enters a control volume which
is fixed in an accelerating reference frame,
BTU/lbm
stagnation enthalpy of a system just before
the system leaves a control volume which is
fixed in an accelerating reference frame,
BTU/lbm
stagnation enthalpy of a system, defined by
equation (llOa), BTU/lbm
stagnation enthalpy of a system just before
the system enters a control volume which is
fixed in an inertial reference frame, BTU!lbm
stagnation enthalpy of a system just before the
system leaves a control volume which is fixed
in an inertial reference frame, BTU/lbm
universal constant relating work and heat,
778.2 ft lbf/BTU
total mass of a system, lbm
time rate of mass flow of a system, lbm/sec
mass flow of a system just before the system
enters a control volume, lbm/sec
mass flow of a system just before the system
leaves a control volume, lbm/sec
systems
p static pressure, lbf/ft2
static pressure acting on a system just before
the system enters a control volume, lbf/ft2
static pressure exerted by a system just before
the system leaves a control volume, Ibf/ft2
r
rout
heat flOWing into a control volume, BTU
radius from Z axis to system, f't
radius from Z axis to system just before the
system enters a control volume, rt
radius from Z axis to system just before the
system leaves a control volume, ft
static temperature, R





time as measured in a partiCUlar reference frame, see
intrinsic energy of a system, BTU/lbm
intrinsio energy of'a system just before the system
enters a control volume, BTU/lbm
intrinsic energy of'a system just before the
system leaves a control volume, BTU/lbm
V absolute velocity, f't/sec
W relative velocity, rt/sec
W work flowing into a control volume, ft lbf
Wfrlction work flowing out of a oontrol volume because or






component of relative velocity of a system which
is normal to a control surface, ft/sec
component of relative velocity of a system which
is normal to a control surface Just before the
system enters a control volume, ft/sec
component of relative velocity of a system which
is normal to a control surface just before the
system leaves a control volume, ft/sec
net work flowing into a control volume due to
static pressure (normal stresses) on the control
surface, ft lbf
net work flowing into a control volume due to
shearing stresses on the control surface, ft lbf
work floWing into a control volume due to a
rotating shaft piercing the control surface,
ft lbf'
any extensive property of a system
the value of X per un!t mass
static density of a system, lbm/ft3
static density of a system just before the
system enters a control volume, lbm/ft3
static density of a system just before the
system leaves a control volume, lbm/ft3
angular velocity of accelerating reference
frame about the Z axis, rad/sec
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Appendix G
CONTROL SURFACE ANALYSIS IN AN ACCELERATING REFERENCE FRAME
We here derive general equations relating the time rate of
change of those extensive properties of a system which are ex-
pressed per unit mass, such as specific mass, specifio energy,
specific momentum, etc. as the system flows through an imagi-
nary closed surface which is fixed in an accelerating reference
frame. We call this1maginary surface the Icontrol surface".
We define the following:
CS !I an imaginary "control surfaoe" whioh is fixed in
an arbitrarily aocelerating reference frame.
'\! ;; the invariable volume oontained within CS
P1 = a system, that is, a colleotion of matter of fixed
identity. By definition, the total mass of a system is constant
(nuolear reaotions exoluded).
P2 ; a system different from Pl
X ~ any extensive property of a system (see reference 9,
p. 24 for a disoussion of "properties")
M = the total mass of a system (constant, by definition)
-x the value of X per unit mass. By definition,
Consider the flow of 2 systems, Pl and P2' through a es.
Figures 10 and 11 show the positions of Pl and P2 at time tl
and time t2•
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At time tl, system Pl lies entirely within the OS and system P2
is entirely outside the es. At time t2, system P1has partially
moved out of the OS and system P2 has partially entered the OS.
Xout 18 the total amount of X ot system P1 which has passed
through the OS. Xin 1s the tota1.amount 0'£ )( ot system P2
whioh has a1.sopassed through the CS. We now define:
Xt1.= the tota1.amount of X of both systems whioh 1s
inside the es at time t1..
Xt2 = the tota1.amount of X of both systems which is
inside the OS at time t2"
Xpl = the total amount ot )( of system Pl only at any
given time .
From Figures 1.0and 11,
(886. )
(8Bb)
Subtracting (88a) from (88b):
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(88c)
Expressing (88c) in words, the change in the total value of X
of system Pl during the time interval t2 - t~ equals the accu-
mulation of X within the OS during this time interval plUS the
flow of X outward through the OS minus the flow of X inward
through the OS, during this time interval.
To find the time rate of change of XPl' we divide (88c)
by t2 - tl (which we define as Dt):
Xp1.t2 - ~l tl - DX Xt2 - Xtlt - t = 1re == ( Dt )2 1
x - XThe term ( t2 bt tl) . in (89) represents the time rate of accu-
mulation of X within the OS, that is, throughout the control
volume,V. SinceV is fixed in our accelerating reference
Xt2 - Xtlframe, we see that ( Dt ) is independent of the movement
of the systems and is a function of time only. Thus, we write:
x. - X
(--1:2 bt tl) _ (Mx)t2 - (Mx)tl== [ dt ]
where "p is the density of the mass instantaneously within the
control volume, and d1f is a control volume element. We now
find integral forms for the other two terms in (89).
x - Mx - M - 5 ~'Lt;fAi5t := Dt = i5t x :I mx :I x 1~n UP
CS
In (91),m = ~t is the mass rate of flow through the control
surface, ~ is the density ot the mass as it passes through the
CS, Wn is the component of the relative velocity W which is
normal to the CS, and dA is a CS area element. Combining (89),
(90), and (91):
81
~ 3 5~ ('f x)d1! +
'lJ'- 5 (x f Wn dA)1n
CS
(92)
If the flow is 'steady", that is, if no extensive property








If, in addition, the flow is one dimensional, that is, if the
following four conditions are met:
1. f out and W'nout are constant over ~ the "out" OS
area elements,
2. 'fin and Wn in are constant over .!ll the "in" OS
area elements,
3. xout :2 ~ ( (x dA)out' that is, Xout is the meanout J OS
value of all the XiS over the "out" OS,
4. xin = i- S. (x dA)ln' that ls, xin is the mean value
in OS
. of all the XiS over the 'in' OS, equation (92a) becomes:
(92b)
6onservatlon £! ~ (Bontinuity)
We now use (92) and (92b) to express the law of conservation
of mass in terms of a control surface analysis. Let X = H,
the total mass of a system. For problems not involving nuclear
reactions, H is constant. Also, x = i :2 1. Equations(92) and
(92b) become:
o = ( }t (If )d'lf+) {'fWn dMaut - ~ ('fWn dA)1n (9Ja))~ OS os
(93b)
But, in (93b), tor one-dimensional flow,
Thus, from (93b) and (94),
mout = min = constant = f Wn A (95 )
(95) is the steady, one-dimensional continuity equation. Apply-
ing (95) to (92b),
(96)
(96) is the steady, one-dimensional equation for the time rate
of change of any extensive property of a system.
Oonservation 2!Energ: (First ~ 2! Thermodynamios)
As a system flows through space and time, the first la"iiof
thermodynamics states that (barring nuclear reactions) its total
energy content remains constant. We conveniently separate total
energy into three catagories: internal energy, heat, and work.
Of these, only internal energy is a propertz of the system since
heat and work are dependent on the past history of the system.
The conservation of energy equation may be expressed as follows
(reference 9, p. 28, With a change in sign convention and using
substantial derivatives):
DE g _+ W
15t = 15t 'JD't (97)
where E is the total internal energy of a system (BTU) which is
instantaneously within a fixed control volume, Q is the heat
(BTU) flOWing ~ the control volume by reason of a higher
temperature outside the control volume than inside, W is the
work flowins .!!!!2. the control volume -eft lbf), and J is heat-
work conversion faotor (778.2 ft lbf per BTU). Work may be
done by surface foroes, such as pressure and shear; by body
forces, such as gravity and centrifugal torce; and by line
foroes, such as oapillarity. We negleot line foroes here.
Also, awork" done by conservative body forces is not really
work as we have defined it. These foroes do "worka whioh is
independent of the past history of the system and thus must be
classified 1n the energy catagory. The work term in (97) will
then consist of work done by pressure and shear foroes £a the
oontrol surfaoe.
(98)
Wp = S pressure foroe x distanoe moved =), (p dA) (Wn Dt)es OS
In (99), (~)1n is the work flowing ~ the OS per unit mass
as the surroundings push fluid in through the es. (l2.) is
rout
the work flowing .2.B.! ~ the as per unit mass as the surroundings
are pushed aside by fluid :Leaving the es.
w = w - ws ahaft friotion (100)
W shaft is the work f10wing into the OS by means of a rotating
shaft which pierces the OS. Wfr1ctlon is the work f10wing out
of the OS because of friction on the CS.
Combining (97), (98), (99), and (100):




~ .. ~ = S. -h ('f e)d 11' + S (e"f!in dA)out
y as
-) (e .p!in dA)1n (102JOS
where e 1s the 1nternal energy per unit mass of the matter
instantaneousl.y within the contro1 volume or of the matter
which passes outlfard or 1n'\fardthrough the CS. Combining (101)
and (102),
%t + !iS~N - WtrjCDtton =) ft ('fe)dV
11
+ ( [(!f;r + e)'f 'In dAJout - ~ [(.p. + e) 'f !in dAJ1n (103)Jos OS
(103) 1s the general form of the "energy" equation. For steady,
one-dimensional. flow, we use (96):
Q "+ Wshaft
15t J Dt -
WtrictionJ Dt = m [(-fJ' + e)out
(104)
We now speoify that our system is a pure substanoe (refer-
enoe 10, p. 18). Air is a pure substance as 10ng as 1t 1s a11
vapor (or a11 11quid). It is a matter ot experience that the
1nternaJ. energy ot a pure substanoe at rest and not aoted upon
by conservative body forces is a definite value Which depends
only on the state ot the substance. We ca1l this specia1
property "intrinsic energy", u. When a system is in mot1on
with velocity W, Newton's law of motion says that 1ts internal
energy is:
e = (105)
1f no body forces act upon the system. The only body force
which is of appreciable magnitude for our purposes is the
centrifugaJ. field caused by the rotation of our reference frame
about the Z inertial axis (see Figure 1, AppendiX A). This
2 2
f1eld produces a body force equaJ. to - ~ where 6)is the
o
angular velocity of the rotat1ng reference frame about the Z
ax1s and r is the shortest distance from the Z axis to the
system. The negative sign is used since the system has ~ E.2
energy in going 'from zero radius to radius r in the centr1fugaJ.
field. Equation (105) becomes:
(106)
Thus, (1.04)becomes (noting that m Dt !! M):
Q + Wshaft Wfriction . W2 2 r2
11 3M - 3M • (.J?.. + u + ~ - ~g J )out'fJ 0 0
87
(1.07)
Now, if we specify that there is Just one shaft piercing the
OS and this shatt is rotating with angular ve1.ocity 4) about
the Z axis, Wshaft in (1.07) is zero. This is true because the
OS and the shaft are both rotating at the same speed and there
is no re1.ative motion. We a1.so assume that the heat transfer
into (or out ot) the OS is neg1.igib1.ecompared With the other




w- tricti0B: h - h




It we neglect the ~ done by friction, (lll) becomes:
(112)
(112) is the energy equation tor steady, one-dimensional
flow of a non-viscous pure substance through a control surface
fixed in a reference frame which rotates With angular velocity
(P about the Z axis.
If the reference frame in (107) is an inertial frame,
(107) becomes:
~ + Wshatt Wfriction (~ V2 )
Ii 3M - JM = 'f J + U + zg:J" outo
(107a)
If we now define:
(107a) becomes, assuming negligible heat transfer,
Wshaft Wfriction




If we neglect the work done by friction,
(107c)
(107c) is the energy equation for steady, one-dimensional flow
of a~non-viscous pure substance through a control surfaoe fixed
in an inertial reference frame.
We may express hOI in terms at T and V by using (86g) and
(110a):
2






indicates substantial differentiation while fol-
lowing the motion of a system of fixed identity
universal constant relating force and mass,
32.174 Ibm ft/sec2 lbf
total mass of a system, Ibm
time rate of mass flow of a system, Ibm/see
a system
power developed by a rotating shaft, ft lbf/sec
radial distance from Z axis to system, ft
radial distance from Z axis to a sy~tem just
before the system enters a control volume, ft
radial distance from Z axis to a system just
.before the system leaves a control volume, ft
Tfriction unbalanced torque exerted by a system (lying
within a control volume) because of friction
on the control surface, ft lbf
Tshaft unbalanced torque exerted on a system (lying
within a control volume) by a rotating shaft
which pierces the control surface symmetrically
about the Z axis, ft Ibf








that component of the absolute velocity of a
system which lies in a plane perpendicular
to the Z axis and is normal to,r, rt/sec
the value of vgrjust before a system enters a
control volume, ft/sec
the value of Vg just before a system leaves.a
control volume, ft/ see
work flowing into a control volume due to a
rotating shaft which pierces the control
surface symmetrically about the Z axis, ft/lbf
total angular momentum of a system about the
Z ax1s, defined. by equation (114), lbm ft2/ sec
un1t angular momentum of a system about the Z
axis, defined by equation (115), ft2/sec
angular velocity of the rotating shaft which
pierces the control surface symmetrically
about the Z axis, rad/sec
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Appendix H
EULERS PUMP AND TURBINE EQUATION
Euler's equation relates the shaft work required to pro-
duce a given change in angular momentum (moment of momentum)
of a system. We specify that our system instantaneously occu-
pies a control volume which is fixed in an inertial reference
frame.
If the system,as it flows in the inertial reference frame,
has a component of velocity which will produce a torque about
some given axis (the "Z" axis), we say that the system has
angular momentum about the Z axis. We use (96), Appendix G,
to express the time rate of change of angular momentum ot the
system as it flows through a fixed control surface. Figure 12
shows a system P which has a component of velocity, Ve, about
the Z axis. r is the shortest distance from the Z axis to P.
-We define:
x ; angUlar momentum about the Z axis:; Mx' Va (114)
x ; angular momentum per unit mass; r Ve (115)
qZ
From (96), (114), and (115),
D(Mr Ve)Dt = m (r Vel - (r Ve' ]out in ( 116)
From Newton's law of motion, the sum of the unbalanced torques
acting on the system about the Z axis equals the time rate of
change of the angular momentum about the Z axis.
(117)
Combining (116) and (117),
( 118)
We shall specify the following:
1. A CS ooncentrio with the Z axis, and symmetrical
about the Z axis.
2. If there are electrical or magnetio fields or capil-
lary forces present, their effect on the system is negligible.
Electrical and magnetic fields, even if very strong, will not
affect the flow of air, unless the air were ionized. Capil-
lary forces are present only in oontrol surfaces of very small
size.
Speoification 1 means that pressure forces and gravity foroes
have no unbalanoed torque about the Z axis, regardless of the
inclination at the Z axis. Specifications 1 and 2 together
mean that only shear forces may have an unbalanced torque about
the Z axis. The forces mentioned are the only forces of im-
portance in an inertial reference frame.
For convenience, we separate the unbalanced shear torques
into two groups:
~ TZ :: Tshaft - Tfric tion (119)
Tshaft is the torque exerted on the system by a shaft which
pierces the CS and is symmetrical about the Z axis (positive
for a compressor, negative for a turbine). T is thefriction
torque exerted by the system on the boundries of the CS
(always negative). Friction within the CS does not affect the
analysis.






Combining (118), (119), and (120),
mY
g ( shaft) T J ::o M(.I,) - friction
Wshaft _ Tfriction t.U :: ~ (r V )M m go . e out - (r Va)inJ (121)
(121) is EUler's pump and turbine equation for steady, one-
dimensional flow through a fixed CS in an inertial reference
frame.
Appendix J
A net flow area normal to the mean streamline, ft2
C local speed of sound, defined by equation (124),
ft/sec
Co reference velocity (local speed of sound correspond-
ing to stagnation temperature, equation (129) ),
ft/sec
go universal constant relating force and mass,
32.174 Ibm ft/sec2 lbf
K constant in equation (143), l/sec
k ratio of specific heats
MA Mach number as measured in an accelerating reference
frame, defined by equation (123)
MI Mach number as measured in an inertial reference
frame, defined by equation (122)
m time rate of mass flow along the mean streamline,
Ibm/see
p static pressure, lbf/ft2
Q, symbol used in equation (155)
R gas constant, ft lbf/lbm R
r radial distance from the Z axis, ft
s distance along the mean streamline (Figures 8 and 9d), rt
T static temperature, R
To stagnation temperature, R
V absolute velocity, ft/sec
W. relative velocity, rt/sec
xsub s
sub 1.1
symbol used in equation (153)
static density, Ibm/ft3
angular velocity of accelerating reference frame
about Z axis, rad/sec
at constant entropy
on the mean relative streamline at the impeller
inlet
Appendix J
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISENTROPIC FLOW OF A PERFECT GAS
ALONG A RELATIVE ST~~INE IN A COMPRESSOR OR TURBINE IMPELLER
WITH STRAIGHT RADIAL BLADES AND AXIAL SYMl.fETRY
In this appendix, we express the governing physical laws
ot isentropic flow in an impeller in ditferential torm. We will
then have "influence coefficients" (reference 9, p. 227) Which
express the etfeots of area and radius changes on fluid proper-
ties such as static pressure and statio temperature along a
relative streamline.
We not.,.define:
VH~e 0 = absolute Mach number
MA e ~ 5 relative Mach number
02 ; g (~) a local speed of sound




We may transform (124) by using (83), the isentropic relation
for a perfect gas, and (8~f).the perfect gas pressure-density-
temperature relationship.
p =: oonstant x 'f k
p =: 'fR T
Taking the logarithmic differential of (83),
(83)
(8Gf)
(H> s = k f (126)
Combining (126) and (8'f),
.-<7f) :::k RT (127 )s
Combining (127) and (124),
c2 ::: g k RT (128)
0
Also,
2-" gok R To (129)c -o -
From Appendix E, equation (76a),
For changes along a particular relative streamline,
\I) 2 dW 2 2 drdp = - .L.. (W r -fP r -)go r




From' (S'F) and (130),
qq
We may now write (760) in the differential form:




We have, from Appendix G, the oontinuity equation for one-
dimensional flow:
m = fA W = constant (95)
Writing (95) in differential form (by differentiating the
natural logarithm):
(133)
Similarly, (8~f), (83), and (130) may be written:
d,M2






We now have 5 simultaneous equations (132 to 136) in 7 un-
• $? dW 4l r2 dr V- dA dT dMA2knowns, ''1'""' 2 r' ,r, r' and -z. We are f'reep c MAto choose any 2 of'these unknowns as independent and express
each of'the remaining 5 unknowns in terms of'these 2. For our
CIA 2 2 drpurposes, we choose rand q> ~ r as the 2 independent vari-
cab~es. We then have, using (132), (135), and (133):
d 2 dW 2 2 d.r V- dA dW)S'E. • -k M ~ + k 4> r -r = k = k (- or- - ~pAw 02 A w
Rearranging,
100
Using (132) and (137),
~=
kHZ
dA+ k '42 r2 .2:!:Ap 2 :r 1 }.{2 c2 r1-HA - A
Using (135) and (138),
Z




Using (134 ),'(138), and (J.39),
dT MAZ(k-1) dA k-1 fJJ2r2 S!: (140)r= 1 M 2 A + 1-M 2 c2 r-A A
From (128),
Using (136), (137), and (140),
(141)
101
2 + MA2(k-1) CIA k+1
1-M 2. r -1-M 2
'A 'A
(142)
These formulas are summarized in Table 1.
TABLE 1
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISENTROPIC FLOW
OF A PERFECT GAS ALONG A RELATIVE STREAMLINE IN A
COMPRESSOR OR TURBINE IMPELLER WITH STRAIGHT
RADIAL BLADES AND AXIAL SYMMETRY
dA tJJ2r2 .9:!:r c2 r
dM2 2 + MA2(k-l} k+l'A
















t.t 2 1-M 2l-MA 'A
dT dc2 MA2{k-l} k-l
-lit - l-M iT c2 l-MA2 'A
All of the above was taken, by permission, from unpublished
notes of Professor Ascher H. Shapiro.
From Table 1, we list the following rules for one-dimensional
flow, within the specified assumptions:
1. Area increase and radius increase have the same
qualitative effect on all listed properties and conversely.
2. Due to the factor l-MA2 in the denominator, all
listed properties undergo opposite effects as MA passes
through unity. For example, radius (or area) increase de-
creases MA in subsonic flows and increases MA in supersonic
flows.
3. Increase of area or radius always drives MA away
from unity. Thus, for a centrifugal compressor with subsonic
entry, the increase in radius makes it very difficult to
reach Mach number unity (due to the factor r2) while the op-
posi te is true for centripetal turbines with subsoni.c entry.
We see that choking (Mach number reaching unity) will normally
occur in the inducer of a compressor and in the exducer of
a turbine (With subsonic entry).
102>
Area Variation Along ~Relative Streamline ~ ~ Linear Variation
!£Relative Velocity ~ Radius
We now derive, in closed form, the necessary area change
required to maintain a prescribed linear variation of relative
velocity with radius. This prescribed velocity variation has
the form:
(143)
where K is a prescribed constant having the dimension see-I
and station 1.1 is at the impeller inlet.
From Table J.,













Before integrating (1468.), we must select .Q!!! particular
relative stream~ine as being a sort of average or Umean"
streamline which represents the flow through the entire
impeller channel (see Figure 14 in Appendix L ).
Integrating (1468.) from the impeller inlet to any
station downstream on the amean" relative streamline,
Introducing (147) into (144),
2 2
dA = -(l-M 2) dll _ te> r £!:!
r 'A tv- 2 k-1 2 2 k-l ~.2 2 2 r




Introduoing (J.23)and (J.49)into (J.48),
dA + dW 2(WdW - ~2 rdr)r r:: 220
where (150)
202 ::201.12 (k-l)(2Wl.l K(~ - rl•l) + X2(r - rlol)2J




Inserting (151) and (J.43)into (150),
(15J.)
We now observe that
d(202) :;dx :: -(k-l)(2Wl.l X dr) -2 (k.-1)K2(r - rl.l>}-(J.53)
dr + 2 (k-J.)W2r dr J
(152) is of the form
(154)
Integrating (154),
A W A W) 1 x







(155) gives the required area variation with radius for one-
dimensional isentropio flow with a linear variation 10 rela-
tive velocity.
It K = 0, that is, if W == Wl•l = oonstant, (155) becomes
1
1)2 r 2 2 -It=!




In order to illustrate the effects of important parameters, we









C local speed of sound, ft/sec
~ universal constant relating force and mass,00
32.174 lbm ft/sec2 lbf
k ratio of specific heats
MA Mach number as measured in an accelerating reference
frame
n distance normal to the mean streamline (Figures 8
and 9d), ft
P static pressure, lbf/ft2
Rc local radius ot curvature of the mean streamline
(Figures 8 and 9d), rt
r radial distance from the Z axis, tt
T static temperature, R
W relative velocity along the mean streamline, tt/sec
f static density, lbrn/ft3
~ angular velocity of accelerating reference frame
(impeller) about Z axis, rad/sec
lo~
Appendix K
OHANGE IN FLUID PROPERTIES NOR1!AL TO
THE MEAN RELATIVE STREAMLINE
We parallel the development of Appendix J. The govern-
ing physioal laws for isentropic changes in fluid properties
normal to the mean streamline are as follows:




We have shown previously (Appendix J, (131) and (123)):
Introducing (82), (131), and (123) into (77d),
2 2
~ -k M 2 dW + k t:c) r dr






Thus, we see that for isentropic and irrotat1ona1 flow, the
differential pressure change normal to a streamline is identi-
cal to the change along a streamline.
Equations (134), (135), (136), and (141) are valid in any
direotion:
/11
dn d~ + dTp=-r r





We now have 6 simultaneous equations [ (82), (132), (134),
.(135), (136)1.and (141) J in 8 WlknownSj ~, ~, ~, Lf- ~,
~ dT dMA':: do2 c 0~' ~' ~' and~. As before, we are free to ohoose anyMA c
2 as independent and express the remaining 6 as functions of
2 2
theBe 2. Here we choose ~ and ~ ~ ~ as the independent
C 0
variables. We then have, .
2 2
.S?=kM2dn+k'" r .9£





222do = M 2(k-J.)an + (k-J.)4) r g,;:7 'A ~ 02 r
2 .
dMA 2 dn (U2 r2 dr--r =t -[2 + MA (k-J.)]R -(k-J.) 2 r~ 0 0





INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISENTROPIC CHANGES
IN FLUID PROPERTIES OF A PERFECT GAS NORMAL TO A RELATIVE
STREAMLINE IN A COMPRESSOR OR TURBINE IMPELLER WITH
















From Table 2 we list the rules for changes in properties
normal to a streamline:
1. Increase in distance from the center or curvature
and radius increase have the same qualitative effect on all
listed properties (except relative velocity) and conversely.
2. Relative velocity decreases as distance from the
center of curvature increases and conversely, but relative
velocity is unaffected by changes in radius.
3. Passage of MA through unity has no effect on the
direction of change of all listed properties.
4, For changes in radius only (constant area), all
listed properties are unaffected by Mach number. Thus, for
simple radius change, compressibility of the gas has no ef-











distributed body force in the g direction,
lbr/lbm
universal constant relating force and mass,
32.174 lbm ft/sec2 Ibf
static enthalpy, BTU/lbm
stagnation enthalpy, BTU/lbm
universal constant relating work and heat,
778.2 ft lbf/BTU
constant defined by equation (167), BTU/lbm
total mass of a system instantaneously within
a control volume, Ibm
static pressure, lbf/ft2




component of absolute velocity of a system in
the G direction just before the system enters
a control volume, rt/sec
component of absolute velocity of a system in
the G direction just before the system leaves
a control volume, ft/sec
relative velocity, rt/sec










work flowing into a control volume due to a
rotating shaft which pierces the control
surface symmetrically about the Z a:cis,ftlbt
static density, lbm/ft3
angular velocity of accelerating reference
frame (same as angular velocity of impeller),
rad/sec
in an inertial reference frame
at the inducer inlet
at the impeller inlet
IICD
Appendix L
PROPERTIES AT THE IMPELLER INLET
To determine the fluid properties at the impeller inlet
(inducer outlet), we write the governing physical laws for
fluid flow at the impeller inlet (station 1.1).
1. Relation between properties of a pure substance
111
1Tds ::db. - Y\f dp (162 )
2. Equations of motion in an axisy,mmetric rotating reference




3. Euler1s equation in an inertial reference frame (equation
(121) trom Appendix H, and neglecting friction)
W 2 2shaft . (4) r )
M :: go I (165 )
where Vein ;; 0 and Ve out ;;tUt'; r is any radius at the impeller
1n1et. We see from (165) that the shaft work 1s not uniform at
the impeller inlet but varies as the square of the inlet radius.
4. Energy equation in an inertial reference frame (equation




We previously assumed that the inducer inlet flow was lrrota-
t iona1 (Appendix F), thus from (84c) and (110 a) ,
v 2her = h- + ~ ~ constant at any radius = K-~ 2go
Combining (166) and (167)
(168)
We now use these 4 equations to determine the variation of
relative velocity with radius at the impeller inlet.
From (162),
(169 )
For frictionless, adiabatic, and irrotational flow,








Combining (170) and (163a),
Combining (165) and (168),
(172)




Differentiating (173) in the r direction,
(174)
Combining (174) and (171),
Thus, since W ; 0,
awerr = 0
This means that W is constant radially at the impeller inlet,
if the assumed conditions are true.
This result checks with equation (82) in Appendix K.
120
(82)
If Wr and We are zero at the impeller inlet, the fluid is
flowing parallel to the Z axis and the curvature of the rela-





w = W = constant radially.z
Aos
Appendix M
area normal to the mean streamline, ft2
gross area normal to the mean streamline (not
including area taken up by blades), rt2
that part of Ag which lies between the casing
and the mean streamline, ft2
that part of Ag l..,hichlies bet~'leenthe hub and
the mean streamline, ft2
net area normal to the mean streamline (includ-
ing area taken up by blades), ft2




impeller tip speed (Figure 13)
local speed of sound, ft/sec
local speed of sound corresponding to local
stagnation temperature, ft/sec
specific heat at constant pressure, BTU/lbm R
specific heat at constant volume, BTU/lbm R
an infinitesimal distance travelled along the
mean streamline by a particle of fixed
identity (Figure 19), ft
Dr the component of De in the positive r direction, ft
Dz the component of DB in the positive Z direction, ft
D~ the infinitesimal change in ~ corresponding to
De, rad
dn an infinitesimal distance measured normal to the
mean streamline, positive when away from the cen-
ter of curvature of the mean streamline, ft
dW the infinitesimal velocity change normal to the mean
streamline corresponding to dn, ft/sec
fs slip factor (ratio of actual tangential component
of absolute velocity at impeller outlet to impeller
tip speed.)
go universal constant relating force and mass,
32.174 Ibm ft/sec2 Ibf
ho enthalpy corresponding to stagnation temperature,
BTU/1bm
J universal constant relating work and heat,
778.2 ft lbf/BTU
k ratio of specific heats, cp/cv
M total mass of a system, Ibm
-M moleoular mass of fluid floWing through 1mpal~er,
Ibm/mOle
MA Mach number measured in an accelerating reference
frame (defined by equation (123) )
HI Mach number measured in an inertial reference frame
(defined by equation (122) )
m time rate of mass flow through impeller, Ibm/see
mo reference mass flow defined by equation (181), Ibm/see
n distance measured normal to the mean streamllne,posi-
tive when away from the center of curvature of the
mean streamline, ft
n distance from center of curvature of mean streamline
to mean streamline (Figure 19), ft
/2.,
distance from center of curvature or mean stream-
line to casing (Figure 19 and 24), ft
nc' actual rad1us of curvature of casing (Figure 24), ft
Iil di stance from center of curvature of mean streamline
to hub (Figures 19 and 24), rt
nh' actual radius of curvature of hub (Figure 24), ft
o center of curvature of mean streamline (Figures 19
and 24)
p
center of curvature of casing (Figure 24)
center of curvature of hub (Figure 24)
static pressure, 1bf/ft2
isentropic stagnation pressure, lbf/tt2
R gas constant for particular fluid flowing through
impeller, rtlbf/1bm R
R universal gas constant, 1545.32 rt lbf/mole R
Rc local radius or curvature of any specified relative
streamline, ft
Rc local radius of curvature of mean streamline,
ft (Rc ::ii)
r radius from Z aXis, ft
r radius from Z axis. to mean streamline, ft
rc radius from Z axis to casing, ft
rh radius from Z axis to hUb, rt
rh' imaginary hub radius defined by equation (180), rt










adiabatic stagnation temperature, R
unbalanced torque exerted by a system (lying .
within a control volume) because of friction
on the control surface, ft lbf
blade thickness, ft
absolute velocity of fluid, ft/sec
tangential component of V, ft/sec
relative velocity of fluid, rt/sec
relative velocity along the mean streamline,
rt/sec
relative velocity along the casing, ft/sec
relative velocity along the hUb, rt/sec
work flowing out of a control volume because
of friction on the control surface, ft lbf
work flowing into a control volume due to a
rotating shaft which pierces the control
surface symmetrically about the Z axis, ft/lbf
number of blades
angle between tangent to mean streamline and.
Z axis (Figure 19),rad
a fin! te increment in cot ;;(, defined by
equation (205)
a finite increment in r, defined by equa-
tion (206), rt
static density of fluid, Ibm/rt3
fluid density corresponding to stagnation tem-
perature and pressure, Ibm/rt3
angular velocity of rotating shaft and impeller,
rad/sec
sub 1 at the inducer inlet
sub 1.1 at the impeller inlet
sub 2 at the impeller outlet









Properties £! ~ (assumed constant)
R == 28.970
















CO~p~C3~or Inertial Control Surface
-
,Ca'lculationof ldrg
From (121), AppendiX H,
I Z g
(121)
From (107b), Appendix G,
(107b)
We ohoose our fixed inertia1 control surface as Rhown in
Figure 13. The only parts o'fthe OS which are not at fixed
wa'lls are the inlet and exit areas, (1] and [2]. If we as-
sume that the flow at [1] and [2] is one dimensional, the
friotion work term in (107b) is zero since there is no motion
at the 'fiXedwalls and no force component parallel to the OS
at '(1) and [2]. This conclusion is true even it the flUid
were viscous.
In (121), tor a viscous flUid, Ttr1ction will not be
zero, even though the CS boundrles are fixed walls. By our
assumption of a frictionless (non-Viscous) flUid, however,
this term is assumed to be zero.
Combining (107b) and (121), and noting that Vel;; 0,
Ve2 ;; fsCc>r2where fs ;;slip factor,
Assuming fs lilt .913,
Calculation .2! inducet !!!S: impeller casing radius, rc
We now select the casing radius which will pass the maximum
mass flow at a specified maximum Felative Mach number, MLA max.
Figure 14 shows the hub, mean, and casing radii and the mean
streamline. The mean radiUSand streamline are discussed later.
The velocity triangles at inducer inlet and outlet are given
in Figure 15, which is a cylindrioal section A-A through the
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Velocity triansles at inducer
i.nlot and outlet
For adiabatio flow, we de~1ne:
(~76)
Oombining (129), (128), and (~76),
(177 )
Oombining (175), (122), and (123),
(178)




(179) is a dimensionless -tip speed parameter., whioh expresses
the dimensionless impeller tip speed as a tunction ot ~ch
numbers and radius ratio. Focusing our attention on the in-
ducer casing radius where M]A is a maximum, we derive a mass
tlow parameter Which will allow us to select an inducer casing
which.radiUS, at a given "lA'''' will pass the maximum mass ~low. lie
define the folloWing:
(180)
where m is the aotual design mass f10w through the maohine,
r 0 is the induoer casing radius, and rh I is the imaginary hub
radius whiohwi1l give the net flow area normal to V1 (the f10w
area whioh includes the blookage of the inducer blades). The
actual hub radius, rh, must be smaller than rh' and will be
calculated later. Also,
(181)
where mo is an imaginary referenoe mass flow--the mass f10w
which would flow through an area equal to nr2
2 if the fluid
density and velooity were 'f 01 and 001. We nowoombine (180)







Combining (182) and (18'),
k+lm - i{k-rJ-
__ m,;:;.o__ ... = L ...(1+ki1M 2)
r 2 :r' 2 -J.l. I 1
(...2.) - (..1l..)r2 r2
Using (184) and (179), we may plot curves ot
(184)
r
-Sl tor any assigned maXimumvaluer2
or MLA. For this design, we are using MLA = 0.900 and this
ourve is plotted in Figure 16, for k = 1.4, by taking corres-
ponding values of MU in (184) and (179). The calCUlations






























































































































































































































































































Figure 17 is this curve for an assumed




Now, if we assume a value for r-' and knowing ClJr2and col'2
m rcwe can plot a curve of m vs. r. This is done by assuming
o 2
16, reading off the correspondingrvalue s of ...Q. and, from Figurer2 r 2 r I 2
values of !L / (-£) - (-E-)mo r2 rZrcand plotted against r- .
2
r I
























































From Figure 17, a radius ratio of 0.55 is se1eoted and
!L = .0975 is read from the ourve.mo
m =o
10.0975 :I 102.57
o. 25 r2 = . 1568
The above analysis was adapted from reference 12.
Angular velocity ~ actual ~ radius
We now assume values for:
Zl :;number of inducer (and impeller) blades = 23
tl ; blade thickness at inlet (in a plane normal
to VI) = .005
Then,
-rh = actual hub radius =
Properties !! inducer inlet
We assume:
Using this assumed density, we can calculate:
v = m = 482





PJ. = 12.68 PSIA
f J. • .0650 O.K.
1+(
(185)
Properties ~ impeller inlet
We now oalculate the value of W at the impeller inlet.
We have shown in Appendix L that W is oonstant from hub to casing
at the impeller inlet ~ Wr is zero at the impeller inlet. By
oontinuity, assuming no change in inducer flow area in planes
normal to the Z axis,
A - Al. net - 1.1 net
~l. V1 = 'tl.l. Wl.1 (from (95) and Figure 15)
33.80 = fl•l Wl•l
From (165) and (166),
11-Z
(186)
Sinoe To1 is constant radially, (186) shows that Tol•l varies
as the square of rl•l" From (186),
(187)
Using the isentropio relation,
And (187), we can write: k
2 2 i=I
+ W r1.:LPol 1 = Pol (1 g JeT ). 0 P 01






( 1.1 )T01.1 (190)
Combining <SGP), (190), (188), and (189),
(8~f)
(191)
To use the one-dimensional approach, as we have done up to now,
we must use an average density at the impeller in1et. We define




~ 1.1 ;; _r..-=h~ = m
r - r Al.l net Wl.lc h
(192)
Itt
The integral in (192) is evaluated by Simpson's rule after an
assumed value of Wl.l is inserted in (191). After fl.l is
calculated, the assumed value of Wl.l is checked by using
(185). After several trials, we find:
'( 1.1 = .07-78









.b -19 6 2 6 2 2.500T1.1 = 6.410 x 10 (6.611x 10 - Wl.1 + 6.365 x 10 r1.1 )








rc .5 '1'1.1 dr ~ ~ (f0 + 4 f 1 + 2 f2 + 4 f:3 + f4)
rh
= .0~4 (.0695+ .2896+ .1530+ .3268 + .0882)= .01670
fl.l = .01670 - .0773. 346 - .130 -
33.80 .J.Wl.l = .0773= 437 r 450








ereJ 't1•1 dr '.lr .054 (. 0701 + •2920 + .1542
+ .3300 + .0889) = .01683
f = .01683 = .07791.1 .346 - .130
33.80W1.1 = .0779 = 434 1425
Plotting these reSUlts, we have:
I+L.
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The intersection occurs at WI.l = 435.20. Using Wl.l = 435
in {185},we find
Insertingfl.1 = .0778 and W1.1 = 435 into (191), we find that
rl•l = .2487. We will use this radius as the "mean" radius of
the flow at the impeller inlet (see Figure 14).
It~
(194)
Using (194),we now calculate the follOWing: From (189) and
(193),




- 14 7 (1 + 3.94 x 10) 21 80 PSIA (196)
Pol. 1 =. 3.305 x 106 =.
From (187),
5
~ e 550 + 3.94 x 10 == 615.501.1 6.01 x 103
From (190), (196), (195), and (197),
267~._Q 3.50P1.1 == 21.80 (~) == 16.30 FSIA
This value is checked by oomputing:
(197)
ItGl
Pl.1 == (f"R T)l.l e 2350 PSFA = 16.30 PSIA O.K.




p e 16.30 PSIA
-'f == .0778
c == Vgok R T e 1168




Agross = n (ro2 - rh2) = .321
Gc)= 2523
Area variation along ~ ~ streamline
Having found the mean properties at the impeller inlet,
we now assume that changes in area, velocity, etc. along the
mean streamline represent average or "mean" changes throughout
the entire impeller. This assumption permits us to develop a
straight-forward design method and is in accord With our pre-
vious one-dimensional treatment of EUler's equation and the
energy equation.
We now select a particular variation of relative velo-
city along the mean streamline. From boundry layer considera-
tions (reference 19, page 34), we know that any deceleration
of the main flow, with its corresponding rise in pressure,
increases the danger of boundry layer separation and subse-
quent mixing losses. Pressure increases due to the centri-
fugal force field do not affect separation as the pressure in-
crease acts on main flow and boundry layer alike. It is desir-
able to avoid deceleration of the main flow whenever possible,
so we shall design the impeller channel to have constant rela-
tive velocity along the mean streamline. It would be even
more desirable to have the flow accelerate along the mean
streamline. However, if we realize that some sort of non-
rotating diffuser will be used after the impeller, and the
flow must decelerate in the diffuser to achieve a pressure
rise, we must compromise in our choice of velocity distribu-
tion in the impeller. This argument does ~ apply at all
for turbine impellers. The falling pressure in the direction
of flow means we can safely decelerate in turbine impeller
and have the flow leave the impeller at a low velocity.
150
There is an additional reason for choosing a constant
velocity along the mean streamline. We can show that for
constan~ velocity and subsonic entering Mach number
(RA1.l :::.372 for this design) the Mach number at any radius
greater than rl•l must be ~ than MAlolo Thus, in a com-
pressor impeller with constant mean velocity and subsonic
initial relative Mach number, shock waves and choking cannot
occur. We show this by using equations (123) and (147) from
Appendix J.
15 \
-2 - 2 _ -2c MA :::W
-2 2 k-l (;; ;; 2) k-l 2 -2 - 2)C :::cl•l - -a- n - wl.l + ~~ (r - rl•l
Oombining (123) and (147), and noting that
W = Wl•l :::constant
we have




is alwaysSince r is always greater than or equal to rl~'l' RA2
less than or equal to RA1•12 and, for RA1.l :::.372,
waves and choking cannot occur.
To compute the flow area for constant relative velocity,
we use equation (156) from Appendix J.
A
Al.l =





Detailed calculations of (156) are given in Table :3 and the
curve of A
Al.1
vs. r- is plotted in Figure 18.
Tl\6LE 3
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Figure 18 gives the required area at any radius to have
W = 435 = constant along the mean streamline.
Selecting the ~ streamline
We must now select a particular mean streamline from
the infinite number which could satisfy Figure 18. The choice
depends on the axial depth which is available for the impeller,
the desired discharge angle (the angle ~ at the impeller tip -
Figure 8), and experience as to what shape of mean streamline
yields high efficiency.
Let us assume that we have no experience With "mean
streamlines" but are familiar With the basic laws of fluid
mechanics. We know that any deceleration of velocity results
in a pressure rise with attendant danger of boundry layer
separation. Thus we are guided in a choice of mean streamline
by the velocity distributions along the ~ and casing.
These distributions should result in gradual, rather than
rapid, decelerations. After the impeller channel has been
completely designed, we may use the equations developed in
Appendix K to calculate the velocities along the hub and
casing. Unfortunately, it has been found impossible to choose
a mean streamline by initially specifying desirable velocity
distributions along the hub and casing. If these distribu-
tions are specified initially, the resulting hub and casing
shapes would not satisfy our basic one-dimensional approach.
The mean streamline, which would be determined by these
specified distributions, would~, in general, lie approxi-
mately midway between the hub and casing.
The method of selecting the mean streamline used in this
thesis consists in specifying the values of 0( and ~ atc
all radii (FigureI9) and using these values to calculate
the hub and casing velocity distributions. We must then
refer to boundry layer theory, or to our own experience, as
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Def1n1tion of terms used 1n the
d09ign method
We now derive an approximate equation for R , the radiusc
of curvature of the mean streamline.
From Figure 19,
D- 2 0.5
~ = [1 ...(Dz/Dr) ]
Dr
ttc = D8/~
cot 0< = Dz/Dr
'OZ= arc cot Dz/Dr
We now obtain an equation for Rc in terms of cot ~ .
tiating (200b) in the r direction,
Do(.__ D2z/Dr2








From (67), (199), and (201),
2 1.5
It :::De/Dr __ [~ ... (Dz!Dr) ]
c rfi(jDr D2'Z/Dr2
From (202) and (200a)
2 1.5[1 ...cot ;:;..]R=-....::.;;:;.....-.-.,;.,.;~--=--c 1L cot;;'
Dr
(203) may be approximated for small dr, as follows:
2 1.5[1 + cot C(]
Rc ~ - --'""--------------L1 cot~/A r
We now define:






where sub r is a station (radius) on the mean streamline and
sub r+l is the next station in the direction of flow.
Combining (204) and (205),
2 1.5[1 + cot O(r]
RC ~ A. r ---------
cot C(r - cot O(r+l
(207)
1(.,0
(207) contains all the information needed to determine the mean
streamline. The procedure consists in specifying values of 0<
at all r. ~ is then calculated from (207).c To illustrate the
method, we arbitrarily specify a linear variation of or with
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The mean streamline is now completely determined as we
know its angle with the Z axis (0<) and its radius of curva-
ture at all stations. We may layout the mean streamline as
follows:
l. Draw, to a large scale (4 times or larger), all
the radii from column 2 of Table 3.
2. At 4 or 5 points on each radius, draw a short
streak which has the correct Rand oc for that radius, fromc
columns 2 and 7 of Table 4.
3. Using a French curve, draw a smooth curve which
has the correct angle and radius of curvature at all stations.
This is the mean streamline.












Hub ~ casing layout
To determine the hub and casing, we use the geometric
relations given in Figure 19.
Age = surface area of a truncated cone between the
mean streamline and the casing
A = n (r 2 _ r2)
ge eos 0( e (0 <. cosO( <1)= (208)
Agh = surface area of a truncated cone between the
mean streamline and the hub
(0 .(.eos;( '"1) (209)
In order to obtain nhysically acceptable hub and casing
shapes, it is necessary to specify Agc and Agh as a function
of r. We know Age and Agh at station 1.1.
We specify that, at station 2, the mean streamline is midrlay
between hub and casing.
A 2=Ah2ge g
A 2= T = .08185
We now plot curves of Age and Agh as a function of -E--, taking















































Using Figure 22, (208) and (209), we calculate rc and
rho From (208) and (209)
J ~ 2




=: [r2 _ gh ~os C( ]
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On the layout of the mean streamline, Figure 21, we
draw lines normal to the mean streamline using the values of
C< from Table 4. The intersection of each normal line with
the corresponding values of rc and rh from Table 5 locates a
series of points on the hub and casing. A smooth curve drawn
through the points determines the hub and casing completely.
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rC. = .4.f":>0-r = .4000
Velocity distribution along hub ~ casing
Having designed the impeller channel to satisfy the area
curves of Figures 18 anq 22, and the 0( - ~c relationship of
Table 4, we now investigate the relative velocity distribu-
tions along the hub and casing. These distributions are a
very important indication of the aerodynamic correctness of
the design.
From Appendix K, Table 2, the incremental change in
velocity normal to the mean streamline is given by
112.
dW dn
W- = - r
c
(82)
In order to integrate (82), we must know how R varies Withc
n, the distance outward from the mean streamline (see Figure 8).
The layout of the impeller channel, Figure 23, gives us this
information. A full-size view of a portion of Figure 23 is






Inpeller layout showing curva-
ture of streamlines
From Figure 24, we see that normals to the hub, mean
streamline, and casing at each station are, in general, curved
lines lying downstream of the ~ lines (the normal line for
station 1.9 is shown dashed in Figure 24). The integration of
(82) must be done along these curved lines. Figure 24 shows
that the curvature of the streamlines decreases from casing
to hub, that is, in the positive n direction. This means that
We must be greater than Wh, except at the impeller inlet, where
We equals Who Also, the radii of curvature of the casing and
the hub from centers 0c and 0h are equal to the identical radii
from O. That is, n measured from TI is equal to n I measuredc c
from 0e; nh measured from 0 is equal to nhl measured from ~'
From these observations, we may write:
(210)
that is, the radii of curvature of the casing, mean streamline,
and the hub ~re identical to the values using 0 as the center
of curvature for ~ streamlines. This fact allows us to inte-
grate (82) directly.
Combining (82) and (210) and integrating from the mean










Similarly, integrating from the mean streamline to the hub,
Wh ~
) dW ) dnW-:::r - -n
W n=l': c
Wh ln~In - =-W Itc
(211b)
The results of (211) show that Wc' W, and Wh satisfy a poten-
tial vortex velocity distribution in the impeller channel
(reference 9, page 211).
From Figure 19,
n = R -c c (212a)
Combining (211) and (212),
-cos 0<
cos ~
In solving (213) we use:
!tc and 0<: from Table 4







rc and rh from Table 5
presents the results of these calculations as curves
























































































































































We draw three important conclusions from Figure 25.
1. Wc and Wh are shown to be not qUite equal to W
at the impeller inlet. This discrepency from the previous
assumption of constant relative velocity at the impeller
inlet (Appendix L) is the result of using just 20 stations
along the mean streamline. However, the error is less than
one percent, which is certainly acceptable considering the
extremely rapid change in cot 0<. at the impeller inlet (Table 4).
2. The decelerations of Wc and Wh are qUite gradual
and should be acceptable as regards boundry layer separation.
3. The large difference between Wc and Wh at the
impeller outlet has no significance for frictionless flow.
However, with a boundry layer present on the casing, the
deceleration of W in the diffuser follOWing the impellerc
may result in boundry layer separation. It would be better
to design the impeller to have We' W, and Wh equal at the
outlet. This would require that ~c be infinite at the outlet.
In view of these conclusions, and the extremely great
axial depth of the impeller (Figure 23), it would be advisable
to specify a different districution of ~ with radius (Tabie 4)
and to repeat the design. The curve labeled "sine wavell in
Figure 20 would shorten the impeller axial depth considerably
while the velocity distributions of Figure 25 would show more
rapid decelerations and less difference at the outlet. The
final design, as is always the case, must be a compromise
between space and weight limitations and the need for highest
possible efficiency.
Appendix H
A area normal to the mean streamline, ft2
Fg mean value of distributed body force per unit mass in









mean value of distributed body force per unit volume
in the tangential direction, Ibf/ft3
universal constant relating force and mass,
32.174 Ibm ft/sec2 lbf
Bernoulli constant for flow along a relative stream-
line, ft2/sec2
ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv
time rate of mass flow of a system, Ibm/see
streamline coordinate:. for t'l.'1o-dimensionalf ow in
the meridional plane
static pressure on the surface of a blade", lbf/ft2
static pressure on the mean streamline, Ibf/ft2
static pressure on the pressure surface of a blade,
Ibf/ft2
static pressure on the suction surface of a blade,
lbf/ft2
radius from Z axis, ft
radius from Z axis to a point on the mean streamline, ft
thickness of impeller blades, rt




meridional component of V, ft/sec
tangential component of V, ft/sec
relative velocity of fluid, ft/sec
relative velocity along the mean streamline, rt/sec
component of W in radial direction, ft/sec
relative velocity along casing in meridional plane
(Figure 28), ft/sec
relative velocity along hub in meridional plane
(Figure 28), rt/sec
relative velocity on the pressure surface of a
blade (Figure 28), rt/sec
relative velocity on the suction surface of a blade
(Figure 28), rt/sec
number of impeller blades
angle between tangent to mean streamline and Z axis
(Figure 19),rad
pressure difference between adjacent blade surfaces,
lbf/ft2
~ angular spacing between adjacent blade surfaces, red
~ static density, lbm/ft3
l? static density on the mean streamline, lbm/ft3
~ angular velocity of impeller, rad/sec
sub 1.1 at the impeller inlet
sub 2 at the impeller outlet
Appendix N
RELATIVE VELOCITY ON THE BLADE SURFACES
In Appendix M, Figure 25, we have shown the velocity
distribution from hub to casing in the meridional plane for
the design of Figure 23. In this Appendix we consider the
velocity distribution in the impeller channel in the direc-
tion normal to the meridional plane, that is, in the e direc-
tion. We are particularly interested in 'the velocities on the
blade surfaces. The velocity distributions on the blade sur-
faces give important information as to boundry layer behavior
and blade loading.
From (8Sh), Appendix F, we have the equation for changes
in fluid properties along a streamline, which we now take to
lie on the surface of a blade.
(85b)
For irrotational flow, we have already shown that
(84b)
Thus, H is constant in any direction and may be evaluated
A
at any convenient location in the accelerating frame. We know
the properties at the impeller inlet, station 1.1 on the mean
streamline, from Appendix M.
- VI 2 2- 2
( k ) Pl.l _ 1.1 (J) rl•1H =: -g ~ ....-,,.-...+ 2
A 0 ~-1 '1.1 2
Combining (85b) and (214),
From (83),
1
~ L 1 ' (Pl.1) i
'P = p











We have, in (217), the blade surface velocity, W, at any
radius, r, as a function of known properties at the impeller
inlet and the blade surface pressure, p, at radius r.
We now derive an approximate equation for p as a func-
tion of known properties on the ~ streamline. This means
we shall compute the (approximate) blade surface velocity
distributions approximately midway up on the blades, that is,
in the e direction from the mean streamline. These particular
distributions may be taken to be the average distributions
over the entire blade surfaces (from hub to casing). We pro-
ceed as follows: Assume that
pp=p+ ~ (2l8a)
(2l8b)
where Pp is the pressure on the blade "pressurell surface
(leading surface for a compressor), Ps is the pressure on the
blade "suction" surface (trailing surface for a compressor),
and ~ p is the pressure difference in the e direction between
adjacent blades. In other words, we are assuming a linear
pressure variation across the channel With p as the average
value.
We may express A p in terms of properties on the mean
streamline by using (62b) from Appendix E.
(62b)
where Fe is the average "distributed body force per unit mass"
in the e direction (Appendix D) and Wr is the radial component
of the relative velocity on the mean streamline. We now
define,
(219)
where Fer is the average distributed body force per unit
volume in the e direction and' is the density on the mean
streamline. If we mUltiply (219) by 'FAa, the distance across
the channel between adjacent blades, we obtain the average
distributed body force per unit ~ ££ blade surface. This
body force per unit area is identical to ~p, equation (218).
That is,
(220)




where~ is defined in Figure 19, Appendix M, and W is the
velocity on the mean streamline.
Combining (218), (221), and (65a),
w'W l' r Ll a sin t:J..




By dividing through by Pl.1' we put (222) in the form of (217)
...E.- =: ...E.- :I: ....f4=-'II.....(tr--r_Ll_6_s ...in__.._oL- -Pl.1 Pl.1 go Pl.l (223)
where the plus sign is used for P and the minus sign for P .P s
We may put (223) into a more convenient form as follows:
...E.- ~ ...E.- :I: Ie)W r1•1 i"1.1 r L IIe sin,;z




are easily computed. From (95), Appendix G,
m =::j A W =: constant =: 'f1.1 ~.l W1.1 (95)
We see that, for W =: Wl•1 =: constant,
(224)
A,.1.1 is tabulated in Table 3 for the design of Appendix M. Also,
A
from (83), Appendix F,
-k -k
p 'f :: constant ::Pl.l "1.1
Thus,




We may estimate ~ e as follows: From Appendix M,
Z = number of blades:: 23 and t ::blade thickness at inlet = .005.
Since we do not have the values of blade thickness at all radii,
we assume that t :: .005 = constant throughout the impeller.
Ti:len,
-r A e = 2 11 r - zt = 2 11 r - t
LI Z Z
A e = ¥ -! = .2732 - .005 = .2732 - .005/ifl.l (227)
. r r r(rl.l
The general formula for the blade surface velocity, W, as a
function of properties on the mean streamline, is obtained by
combining (217) With (226) and (227).
I~l
p ['{A A k-l
(k~l) J.:.1 :1 - -¥ [(-¥)
-=(1.1




The solutionsof (228) are presented in Figure 26 as curves of
~W:= as a function of -E-- using r and ~ from Table 3
Wl•l rl•l rl•l
and the following station 1.1 values:









There are 5 important conclusions to be drawn from Figure 26.
1. The boundry layer on the blade suction surface is
in no danger of separating as Ws is continually increasing.
2. The boundry layer on tl-:8 01:3.6.e pressure surface
would separate due to the rapid deceleration of W at radiusp
ratio 1.8 if it were not for the experimentally observed result
that the boundry layer on the pressure surface does ~ separate
under normal operation (reference 13, page 5).
3. Wp is negative (thus imaginary) from a radius ratio
of approximately 1.8 to the impeller outlet. In general, a
negative value of a blade surface velocity indicates an lIeddy",
or zone of stagnant air, which is attached to the blade. The
eddy decreases the flow area of the channel and thus increases
all relative velocities outside of the stagnant area.
4. There is an additional factor which has been
neglected in computing Figure 26 - IIs1ipll. We have assumed
complete guiding of the fluid by the impeller blades and it is
well known that such is not the case. Near the impeller outlet
the fluid deviates appreciably from the blade direction and, in
effect, the flow acts as if the impeller had bacb1ard curved
blades, rather than radial blades. The velocity triangles
are as shown in Figure 27. "S1ipllhas the effect ot increasing
the relative velocity near the impeller outlet and thus decreas-
inS the blade loading at the outlet (good).
5. The great length of blade which shows negative
velocity (Wp) in Figure 26 suggests using "splitter" blades
which would extend from about radius ratio 1.7 to the outlet.
This would eliminate the negative values of Wp and would insure
lIeddyless" operation (at the design condition). The curves
marked "z ~ 46" in Figure 26 are the calculated velocities using
46 blades from radius ratio 1.76 to the impeller outlet. For
this impeller, splitter blades would certainly be an improvement.
By combining Figures 25 and 26, we obtain a quasi three-
dimensional picture of velocities throughout the impeller.
Figure 28 is an end view of the impeller showing the location
of the velocities of Figures 25 and 26.
J'f \
Figure 29 combines Figures 25 and 26 on one graph to show the
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